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Abstract

We investigate the relative computational power of three classes of pointer algo-
rithms by comparing time and space usage. These classes include two from Tarjan’s
original paper and another class which we introduce which is related to another long
standing problem.

1 Background

In recent years, increased attention has been given to analysing problems using pointer
algorithms. Pointer algorithms were first introduced as models for computing lower bounds
[16]. Since their original introduction, several lower bounds in terms of pointer algorithms
have been published [9, 13]. At the same time, there has also been interest in producing
optimal pointer algorithms for certain problems as well [3, 11].

While the popularity of these models has lead to a consistent stream of papers, little
has been published about the relative strengths of different definitions for classes of pointer
algorithms. In this paper, we examine time and space requirements between two models
defined in the original paper, and a third class of algorithms which we introduce.

2 Pointer Algorithms

Pointer algorithms were defined by Robert Tarjan in his paper [16] for establishing lower
bounds for the Union Find problem. Tarjan actually defined two models in his paper: one
he called a pointer machine, which we will designate as the arithmetic pointer machine
(APM), and the other which he called the pure pointer machine (PPM). Although Tarjan
called his models “pointer machines”, Ben-Amram [1] points out that since these models
do not have input or output operations defined, what is actually being defined are classes
of algorithms and not true computational models.

Tarjan’s pointer machine (APM) is as a finite but expandable collection R of records,
called global memory, and a finite collection of registers. Each record is uniquely identified
by a label we call an address and is a collection of k fields with each field being either
a data field or a pointer field. Pointer fields can either specify a record or contain a nil
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pointer which is a special label used to designate an invalid address. The set of registers
are each able to contain one pointer. All records are identical in structure.

A program on an APM is finite set of instructions which allow copying of pointers
between registers and/or record pointer fields, copying and applying of operators on data
fields, creating of new records, and halting the computation. The only control instruction
is the conditional jump based on a comparison on the values of two registers or record
fields. The only comparison test allowed between pointer fields is testing for equality.
Tarjan defined the set of APMs which contain no data fields as pure pointer machines
(PPM).

2.1 Space comparison of APMs and PPMs

We first compare the space usage between the two models, and we see that the data fields
in APMs can potentially allow for a much more compact representation of the data. More
formally, this idea is stated with the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. A data field d with b bits on a APM requires Ω(b/ lg b) records to represent
it on a PPM.

Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that f(b) records (using some k pointers in a record)
are sufficient to compose a structure storing a string of Kolmogorov complexity b, where
f(b) is not a function in Ω(b/ lg b). By definition of Ω(b/ lg b), for each ε > 0 (hence, also for
ε = 1/(2k)), and each integer n0, there exists some b > n0, such that f(b) < 1/(2k) ·b/ lg b.

We can define the following mapping for the f(b) record structure on a PPM to a
string. Each pointer field in a record requires dlg(f(b) + 1)e bits to encode its pointer.
By ordering the records, we can represent a structure uniquely with a string of length
f(b) · k · lgdf(b) + 1e bits. But since using f(b) < 1/(2k) · b/ lg b will give an upper bound
1/(2k) ·b/ lg b ·k · dlg(1/(2k) ·b/ lg b+1)e ≤ b/2 < b on the number of bits needed to encode
the string, this is a contradition.

In order to describe a simulation of an APM, it requires that we define the allowable
operations for the APM. We define a set of binary operators on b length data fields as
being O(f(b))-space PPM computable if the value of each operator can be computed using
at most O(f(b)) records on a PPM. We notice that for O(b/ lg b) records, this definition
is robust enough to include such common operators as addition and multiplication. This
allows us to describe a simple relationship in space between the two models.

Theorem 2.2. Every APM M with data fields of b bits and whose operators are O(b/ lg b)-
space PPM computable and having r records can be simulated by a PPM M ′ having
O(rb/ lg b) records.

Proof. We give a construction which is similar to the construction given by Luginbuhl
and Loui [10] for simulating a Turing machine using a Storage Modification Machine. We
assume that the alphabet for the data is {0, 1}. If G is the memory configuration of M ,
then for every record in G, our memory configuration G′ for the PPM M ′ will have a
matching record. Each data field in G is replaced in G′ with a pointer field to a linked list
composed of lg(b/ lg b) records. Every record in the linked list points to a leaf node in a
complete binary tree. This binary tree has height of lg(b/ lg b) records where each leaf in
the tree represents a possible permutation of a string of length lg(b/ lg b). Thus, the total
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number of records in the tree is b/ lg b records and the number of records required for all
the data linked lists is O(rb/ lg b).

In order to access the data in a data field, we see that each record in the binary tree has
its two edges labeled with ’0’ and ’1’. Accessing the value that a leaf represents involves
tracing the values from the root of the tree to the given leaf. Computation on a data value
involves bringing in values for the current block plus blocks on either side into a cache.
This cache is a linked list holding records for each bit. By expanding only O(lg b) bits at
a time and since any operations on this data will at most require O(b/ lg b) records, this
construction will require at any point in the computation O(rb/ lg b) records.

2.2 Time separation of APMs and PPMs

We now examine time requirements between PPMs and APMs. The strongest separation
result that has been established between the two classes is for the Temporal Precedence
Problem (T P) [13]. This problem is essentially implementing the ≤ operator between any
two elements in a total ordering of n objects. While it is simple to show that T P has
a constant time algorithm on APMs, it was proven to require Ω(lg lg n) time on PPMs.
Extensive research into this problem has yielded several asymtopically optimal algorithms
for PPMs [12, 2, 11].

At the same time, the best known upper bound for simulating an APM with a PPM has
polylogarithmic overhead. The large gap between these bounds has lead to the speculation
as to whether a sublogarithmic technique exists for simulating APMs on PPMs [3]. This
speculation has been coupled by the observation that, in many cases, optimal algorithms in
time on APMs can be matched by an algorithm on PPMs. We show that under a restriction
assumed by Tarjan to prove his results, we can produce a much stronger separation.

Before we state our result, we need a definition. Since PPMs have no inherent means
for storing and manipulating strings, some means of representing data is needed which is
constructible on a PPM. We formalize this idea with the following definition.

Definition 2.1. A string encoding scheme is an ordered pair (D,A) such that

1. D is a set of structures

2. A is a computable bijection, where A : {0, 1}∗ → D

In Tarjan’s original paper [16], his lower bound for the Union-Find problem was proved
under the assumption that it was possible to partition the records into disjoint collections
with no pointers going across collections. This assumption has been called the separation
condition [9]. We define a version of this condition, which we will call the string separation
condition. This condition states that at any point in the computation, we are able to
partition the records such that structures created in the string encoding scheme are in
separate partitions and no record in a partition contains a pointer to a record in another
partition. This defines a subclass of PPM algorithms.

To create a separation between APMs and PPMs, we define a problem which we call
the String Equality (SEQ) problem. This problem is, when passed the pointers to two
structures A(s1) and A(s2) which represent the strings s1 and s2, to return true if s1 = s2

and false otherwise. We are not charged for the time and space needed to build the
structures. Although without the string separation condition this problem is in constant
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time for PPMs, with it we can prove a much stronger separation result than the bound of
the T P problem.

Theorem 2.3. The SEQ problem for two b bit strings on a PPM using the given string
encoding scheme (D, A) and with the string separation condition requires Ω(b/ lg b) time.

Proof. For a contradiction, assume that for some string encoding scheme, an algorithm E
exists which can solve the SEQ problem for any two b bit strings in f(b) time where f(b)
is not a function in Ω(b/ lg b). We choose a b-bit string s whose Kolmogorov complexity
is b. Running E on an input of two identical but separate structures for A(s), we note
all the records that are accessed by E for the second structure. We now create a new
structure c that contains all the records in the second structure that were accessed, plus
all records that are attached to the accessed records. Since the algorithm runs in f(b)
time, the number of records in c must be |c| ≤ f(b). Using the string mapping from the
proof of theorem 2.1, we can encode c with f(b) · k · df(b)+1e bits, where k is the number
of pointer fields in each record. From the definition of Θ(b/ lg b), we can choose ε = 1/(2k)
and there will exist an integer n0 such that for all b > n0, f(b) < ε · b/ lg b.

Now we construct a Turing machine T which is passed c and performs the following
computation. First, T adds a new record p to c. Every record in c, which was not directly
dereferenced by the initial run of E is made to have all of its pointer fields point to p. T
then starts to enumerate all strings r in lexigraphical order, and by simulating A constructs
A(r). T simulates E(A(r), c) with the added restriction that if E tries to dereference p or
tries to compare with pointer field containing a pointer to p, then E automatically fails
the comparison. Also, because of the string separation condition, any comparison made
by E between two records in A(r) and c will always be false, and therefore T ensure that
the comparison returns false and simulation of E continues. This enumeration continues
until E returns true, at which time T outputs the string r and halts.

Since c has only the records that E needed to decide that the structures are equivalent,
then E will return true if r = s. If r 6= s, then there are two cases. The first is that E
can decide the difference needing only the records in c, which will still produce the same
answer. The second is that E requires additional records not in c to show the difference,
but when E accesses any pointer outside of c, it will access p which will cause E to fail.
Thus T outputs if and only if r = s. This means that T decodes c to produce s. But,
by combining T and c, we have an encoding of s which requires |T |+ f(b) · k · df(b) + 1e
bits. But this gives an upper bound on the number of bits for the encoding size of
|T | + 1/(2k) · b/ lg b · k · dlg(1/(2k) · b/ lg b + 1)e ≤ |T | + b/2 < b for a large enough b.
Thus this encoding will be less than the Kolmogorov complexity of b. Thus to resolve this
contradiction, any algorithm must dereference Ω(b/ lg b) records.

For strings with lg n bits, this theorem implies that a PPM with the string separa-
tion condition requires Ω(lg n/ lg lg n) time for the SEQ problem. Since even under the
string separation condition, an APM with Θ(lg n) size data fields can compare lg n bits
in constant time, this gives an exponentially stronger separation result, but only for these
subclasses of APMs and PPMs.
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3 Pointer Symmetry in Pointer Machines

We now define a restriction of the PPM, which we call the Symmetric Pure Pointer Ma-
chine (SPPM). A SPPM is a PPM with the added restriction that if a record a has a
pointer in its ith field to record b, then record b must also have a pointer in its ith field
to record a. In effect, the memory configuration of a SPPM forms an undirected graph.
This restriction enforces a path symmetry condition on SPPMs; where if there is a path
of length n from records q to r, there must also exist a path of length n from records r to
q.

Interest in this model follows from its close relation to a long standing open problem:
whether for each Schönhage’s Storage Modification Machine (SMM) [14] there exists a
Kolmogorov-Uspenskii machine (KUM) [8] which is able to simulate that machine in real
time. Schönhage, in his SMM paper, gave the following definition of simulation in real
time:

Definition 3.1. A machine M ′ is said to simulate in real time another machine M ,
if there exists a constant c such that for every input sequence x the following holds: if
x causes M to read an input symbol, or to print an output symbol, or to halt at time
steps 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tl, respectively, then x will cause M ′ to act in the very same
way with regard to those external instructions at time steps 0 = t′o < t′1 < ... < t′l, where
t′i − t′i−1 ≤ c(ti − ti−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ l.

This definition forms a partial ordering of all the computational models. We say
that model A is stronger than model B, if A can simulate in real time B, but B cannot
simulate in real time A. If both models can simulate each other in real time, we say
that the models are equivalent. Several separation results in real time have been shown
for different pointer machines. Grigoriev [5] showed that the KUM is stronger than any
multidimensional Turing machine. In fact, it is stronger than any computation model that
requires Ω(n) time to access its memory. Later, Shvachko [15] showed that the KUM is
stronger than any “tree” machine, essentially Turing machines with a tape that is allowed
to branch with bounded degree.

In comparing SMMs and KUMs, it is trivial to see that any KUM can be simulated in
real time by an appropriate SMM. The converse problem is a long standing open problem
as mentioned in the literature [14, 6]. During this time there have been partial results
[15, 7] which suggest that SMMs cannot be simulated in real time by KUMs.

To see how our pointer algorithm classes relate to this problem, we notice that there is
a natural relationship between PPMs and SMMs. Essentially, every valid memory config-
uration on a SMM is a valid configuration for a PPM. While the memory configurations
of KUMs are defined to be undirected graphs, from Gurevich’s alternative definition of
the KUM [6], we see that this same relationship holds between KUMs and SPPMs.

A time separation between PPMs and SPPMs adds one more line of evidence which
suggests a real time separation between SMMs and KUMs. However, since pointer algo-
rithms do not take into account input and output operations [1], separation of the pointer
classes does not necessarily imply real time separation between their related computational
models.
Remark. As a notational convenience, when the number of pointer fields in a record for a
PPM or SPPM is important for a result, we will denote that record as a k-record, where
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k is the number of fields. For a PPM or a SPPM which is composed of k-records, we will
designate it as a k-PPM or a k-SPPM.

3.1 Space and Time Comparison of PPMs and SPPMs

We notice immediately that there is no difference between the asymptotic space usage of
PPMs and SPPMs. More formally we get the following result.

Theorem 3.1. For any PPM M which uses r records, there exists a SPPM M ′ which can
simulate M using O(r) records.

The construction of the simulation is trivial, and is identical to the construction given
by van Emde Boas [17] relating the size of KUMs to SMMs. Since the main restriction
on a KUM is the number of edges able to go into a given node, we can simulate any
SMM by replacing edges with nodes in a linked list which terminates into the simulated
node. Because there is a constant bound on the number of edges that can come out of any
node, there is a constant bound on the number of additional nodes needed in the SPPM
simulation of the PPM.

An interesting problem between these classes is proving a separation in time require-
ments. We accomplish this by defining a problem which we call the Set Membership
Problem (SM). Given m sets S = {S1, ..., Sm} and n elements where each element is a
member of exactly one set in S, the problem is to determine if two elements are in the
same set. In other words, given two pointers to elements a and b (i.e. SameSet(a, b)),
return true if a, b ∈ Si for some Si ∈ S and false otherwise. Again, we are not charged for
the time and space needed to build any structures.

We first notice that SM can be solved in constant time on a PPM. For each set in S,
we have a record that acts as the representative for that set. Each member record would
then contain a pointer to the representative of the set of which it is a member. Since it
requires O(1) time to compare the two pointers of the set representatives, then SM on a
PPM requires O(1) time.

We contrast that result with the following result for the SPPM.

Theorem 3.2. The SM problem on a SPPM requires Ω(lg lg n) time.

Before proving this theorem, we need to provide some definitions and lemmas.
We denote the memory configuration (the collection of records and pointers) as M .

For any record r ∈ M , we define the c-neighborhood of r (denoted as Nc(r)) as the
subgraph of M that includes all the records reachable from r in c or less steps (or pointer
dereferencings). On a k-SPPM for any record r ∈ M , the number of records in the c-
neighborhood of r is |Nc(r)| ≤ 1 + ckc ([4], pg. 13). We define the value uc = 1 + ckc as
an upper bound on a neighborhood’s size.

For any two c-neighborhoods, Nc(i) and Nc(j), we say that they are similar if there
exists an isomorphism f from Nc(i) to Nc(j) such that

1. f(i) = j;

2. f respects the labeling of the edges, i.e. (u, v) is an edge labeled x in Nc(i) if and
only if (f(u), f(v)) is an edge of Nc(j) labeled x.
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We note that the similarity relation forms an equivalence relation on the set of c-neighborhoods
of the records of M .

We now prove two lemmas needed for our main result.

Lemma 3.3. If p = d lg n
lg lg ne, then n ≥ (2p)p!.

Proof. From Stirling’s approximation for n large enough,

(2p)p! ≤ (2p)[(pp)(e−p)(
√

2πp)(1 +
1

12p− 1
)]

≤ 4
√

2π(p
3
2 )(ppe−p)

= 4
√

2π(n
lg lg n−lg lg lg n

lg lg n )(n−
lg e

lg lg n )(n
3
2

lg lg n−lg lg lg n
lg n )

= 4
√

2π(n
lg lg n−lg lg lg n−lg e

lg lg n )(n
3
2

lg lg n−lg lg lg n
lg n )

= n
1− (lg n)(lg lg lg n)+(lg n)(lg e)− 3

2 (lg lg n)2+3
2 (lg lg n)(lg lg lg n)−(lg(4

√
2π)(lg lg n)

(lg n)(lg lg n)

= n
1−O( lg lg lg n

lg lg n
)

≤ n

Lemma 3.4. For n large enough, if c ≤ 1
2 lg k lg lg n, then for any r ∈ M , |Nc(r)| ≤ lg n

lg lg n .

Proof.

|Nc| ≤ 1 + ckc

≤ 1 +
1

2 lg k
(lg lg n)k

1
2 lg k

(lg lg n)

= 1 +
1

2 lg k
(lg lg n)(lg n)

1
2

= o(
lg n

lg lg n
)

Therefore, for a large enough n, the lemma holds.
We can now present the proof of theorem 3.2.

Proof. (Theorem 3.2) For our proof, we want to show that for a large enough number of
elements, there is an instance of the SM problem that cannot be resolved using up to

1
2 lg k lg lg n pointer dereferencings. The road plan for this proof is that we will construct an
instance of SM using n elements. We will then show that on a k-SPPM this instance must
have certain properties. Finally, using those properties, we will argue that we cannot create
an algorithm that can decide whether two nodes are in the same set or not in 1

2 lg k lg lg n
or less steps.

First let us construct an instance of SM. From lemma 3.3, if we have n elements, we
can construct an instance of SM which has d lg n

lg lg ne! sets and with each set having 2d lg n
lg lg ne

elements. Now from lemma 3.4, if we consider the c-neighborhoods of size c = 1
2 lg k lg lg n,
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then each neighborhood can have at most u = d lg n
lg lg ne elements in them. We also notice

that number of similarity relations on c-neighborhoods must be less than or equal to u!.
Since our constructed instance of the problem contains u! sets, this ensures that there

must exist two different sets, SA and SB, such that each contains an element whose two
c-neighborhoods are similar. Let us denote those two elements as a ∈ SA and b ∈ SB.

The path symmetry condition of the SPPM ensures that for any two records x, y if
x 6∈ Nc(y) that implies the Nc(x) ∩Nc(y) = φ. Since the set SA contains 2u elements, it
must contain at least u elements whose c-neighborhoods cannot intersect with Nc(a). At
the same time, out of the u elements in SB not intersecting with Nc(a), at least one of the
elements is ensured of also not intersecting with Nc(b). Let us call that element a′. We
have shown that there exists two sets SA and SB, where a, a′ ∈ SA, and b ∈ SB, such that
Nc(a) ∩Nc(a′) = φ = Nc(b) ∩Nc(a′), and that Nc(a) is similar to Nc(b).

Let us compare the calls SameSet(a, a ′) and SameSet(b, a ′). Since the algorithm
exploring the graph can only compare pointers, if Nc(a) and Nc(b) are similar, then the
algorithm, given a and a′, will behave exactly the same way in c pointer dereferencings
as when given b and a′. This is because the comparison between pointers will be exactly
the same in both case, and there is no common record that can be reached within c steps
to make a comparison. Therefore, there is no algorithm on a SPPM that can answer the
SM problem in 1

2 lg k lg lg n time.
One point to add is that we did not address the fact at any point in the computation, we

always have access to the records whose pointers are stored in the p pointer registers. But
we notice that the maximum number of records accessible in 1

2 lg k lg lg n steps from these
registers is up = pkc = p(k1/(2 lg k) lg lg n) = p

√
lg n. Thus, from the registers, the algorithm

can reach at most up sets. If we add an additional up sets to our construction, it ensures
there exists enough sets not reachable from the registers for the original construction to
work. Thus the proof above holds.

4 Conclusions

This paper is meant to start an investigation of the relative strength of different pointer
classes. Several natural open questions are left from this paper. First, can we establish
optimal time lower bounds for simulations between the pointer classes? If any of these
bounds are sublogarithmic, can we create an effective simulation method between these
classes? Finally, can we extend our proof to separate PPMs and SPPMs to a proof of the
separation in real time of SMMs and KUMs?
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